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BY Stephen Kemp
University Relations
University of Montana
MISSOULA—
Jamming down the joystick, Albert guides a gobbling Pac-Man figure across
the video screen, past a banana shaped figure to a red rectangle.

As the figure

devours the rectangle, yellow lights flash and a miniature marshmallow rolls down
a shute to Albert's left.

He pops the marshmallow into his mouth and still chewing

returns his attention to the screen.
Albert, a 10-year-old rhesus monkey, spends about four hours a week playing
video games at the University of Montana„

He is helping Steve Lavender, a 24-year-

old graduate student in psychology at UM, find a good way to measure the effects
of poor nutrition on learning.
Lavender likes working with Albert because unlike humans Albert is always on
time and works cheap.
Albert doesn't seem to mind the marshmallows he gets for playing games.
Working with UM psychology department chairman David Strobel, Lavender's
first goal is to teach eight rhesus monkeys how to play the video games which
he and Strobel design.
Later, the researchers want to use the monkeys' game performances to judge
how diets deficient in zinc, copper and protein affect behavior.

Lavender said

other studies have suggested that animals with zinc-deficient diets fail to
learn from their errors.
The study is funded in part by a grant from the U.S. Department of Agriculture
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The researchers speculate that the games could also be used to test
foraging behavior in animals, including humans. They hope to design a computer
program in which the monkeys could forage with the Pac-Man figure for either
high or low nutritional foods to see which they prefer.
Lavender is optimistic about the versatility of video games for use in
experiments.

He said they enable researchers to run several different tests

without changing the apparatus and also allow self-paced testing.
Lavender said the University of Montana is the only place he knows of
where such tests are under way.
Although Albert has become remarkably skillful at video games, his playing
has certain peculiarities.

Rather than gobbling all the colored bananas and

rectangles on the screen, Albert usually steers the Pac-Man figure to the objects
at the bottom.
After picking off the bottom three and reaping his marshmallow rewards,
Albert simply waits 60 seconds for the rectangles to reappear and then heads for
the same three again.
The researchers said the monkeys all have strong biases toward a certain
direction. Lavender is altering the program to hasten reinforcement and
encourage the monkeys to forage across the entire screen.
Albert and the other monkeys play in a phone booth size apparatus equipped
with a video screen and a horizontal joy stick.

They sit in a clear plastic

chair which positions their heads in front of the screen.
Strobel said that while other researchers often anesthetize monkeys to
put them in the chairs, he and Lavender have taught their monkeys to climb into
the chairs for food rewards.
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Folk-rock music is piped into the playing booths to cut down on noise
interference from outside.
To avoid distracting the monkeys, the researchers observe them playing on
one TV monitor and the game action on another„
Lavender said he often finds himself rooting for the monkeys as he observes.
"It's like watching your home team play," he said0
Lavender and Strobel said they chose the Pac-Man figure because they thought
the monkeys could understand its ravenous mouth and that the figure's movement
focuses the monkey's attentionc
At first the monkeys were preoccupied with trying to touch the figures on the
screen, Lavender said.
The researchers have developed a new program in which the monkeys could play
against a "black ghost" predator figure.

The ghost would compete with the monkeys'

Pac-Man figure for apples and bananas on the screen.

The ghost could also eat

the Pac-Man, ending the game for 10 seconds.
Lavender said the program was developed in the hope of speeding up the monkeys'
responses.
Since beginning the experiment, Lavender is playing more video games himself.
He said he goes into video arcades to get new graphics ideas for the experiment.

